
• Bell’s palsy is a neurological

disorder which affects only one

side of the face.

• The facial nerve damage results

with facial muscles weakness,

paralysis which also has an impact

on person’s taste on the affected

side, tearing or saliva, dryness of

the mouth, inability to cry and etc.

• From the perspective of Traditional

Chinese Medicine (TCM), facial

nerve palsy is caused by wind in

the facial channels.
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• 9 patients, 5 female and 4 male,

• Age from 8 to 47,

• All diagnosed with Bell’s palsy.

• All patients were treated with

acupuncture.

• Treatments were made indoor, with

duration of 35-40 minutes.

• All patients were treated on the

same acupuncture points located

on the meridians of Liver, Dumai,

Large Intestine and Stomach and

Ashi (trigger) points.

• Trigger points were found with

palpation on the face on the most

painful places.

• All treated patients recovered with

certain number of treatment.

• 5 patients needed less than 10

treatment and 4 patients made

between 10-15 treatments.

• Average number of treatments is 7.

• There were more female than male

patients.

• Most of the patients were on age

from 20 to 40.

• According to the time of

occurrence of the disease, some

patients have it for more than 5

years, for month, for a few days,

during or post pregnancy.

• Reasons for the occurrence of the

disease were: trauma, accident,

head injury, pregnancy and etc.
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• Chinese medicine consider Bell’s

palsy to be induced by the sudden

contraction of external wind,

which obstructs the facial channels

and collaterals.

• Bell’s palsy arises if the immune

system is reduced or the body’s

deffence is weak and the normal

flow of blood and Qi energy in the

face area are disrupted.

• All the acupuncture points in the

treatment are chosen to re-

establish the smooth flow and

invigorate the energy.

Conclusion

With individual number of 

treatments, we succeeded to help the 

patients to heal naturally, regain the 

normal function of the facial muscles, 

restore the nerve function and 

improve the Qi and Blood circulation 

in the facial area.

The main purpose of the treatment is 

to expel the exterior pathogen factor 

like Wind, eliminate the Wind and the 

toxins from the body, promote fresh 

Qi and blood, improve the blood 

circulation in the face, nourish 

muscles and tendons and unblock the 

pathways so the energy can flow 

freely.






















